We examined the perceptual formation of extended contours from second-order kinetic-edges created by motion discontinuities. Paths were formed by spatially separate kinetic-edge elements, aligned along smooth paths, and embedded in randomly oriented noise elements. Path detection was severely degraded when the sign of motion contrast alternated along the path compared to when the same sign was used, or if random motion direction was assigned to each edge element, or if alternating opposite motion directions was used along the paths. Performance increased monotonically with the length of the path. Irrespectively of path curvature a fast temporal summation occurs within the first 200-400 ms and then levels off. Hence, the kinetic-edge grouping is relatively fast and a pure second-order process that senses whether the motion is globally in the same phase and direction along extended contours.
Introduction
Perception of global shapes is possible even in cluttered environments and when the information in images is spatially fragmented due to dim lightening or because of partial camouflage. Fig. 1a exemplifies this ability by demonstrating that separate edge elements aligned along a smooth path are perceptually distinct and seen as belonging to the same extended contour as long as the curvature, b as shown in Fig. 1b , is moderate (Beck, Rosenfeld, & Ivry, 1989; Field, Hayes, & Hess, 1993) . There are several surface-media that may carry the discontinuities required for this grouping process. The outlines of objects in images can be signalled by discontinuities in luminance, colour, texture, stereoscopic depth, and motion (e.g. Poom, 2003; Regan, 2000) . Yet, most studies on visual grouping of fragmented edges have used edges created by discontinuities in luminance or colour, which are first-order surface media since a single point in an image can be used to define them. The motion of a textured surface is an example of a second-order media since it requires more than one point in successive images for its definition. Our experiments examined grouping of edge elements created by motion discontinuities, or kinetic-edges, in displays similar to the luminance defined stimuli shown in Fig. 1a . An example with one frame of the motion defined kinetic-edges used in the present experiments is shown in Fig. 1c . No edges within the dot-micropatterns are visible until the motion sequence is initiated. Such kinetic-edges can be used alone in figure-ground segmentation as when the outline of a camouflaged animal becomes visible when it moves (Gibson, Kaplan, Reynolds, & Wheeler, 1969; Kaplan, 1969; Yonas, Craton, & Thompson, 1987) .
Recent studies have uncovered links between ecological constraints and perceptual processes in that similar rules guide the perceptual grouping of luminance edges (Field et al., 1993) , the excitatory pattern of connections between orientation selective cells in the brain (Bosking, Zhang, Schofield, & Fitzpatrick, 1997; Das & Gilbert, 1995; Malach, Amir, Harel, & Grinwald, 1993) , and the probability distribution of luminance edges in natural images (Geisler, Perry, Super, & Gallogly, 2001) . Psychophysical studies using first-order luminance stimuli (in displays as exemplified in Fig. 1a ) have shown that perceptual grouping breaks down when the edge elements are misaligned with the contour, when the curvature is higher than 30 deg, the separation between elements is larger than about four times their widths, and that it is slightly decreased when the phase of individual elements alternate along the contour (for a review, see Hess & Field, 1999) . Contours can be integrated from path elements defined by equiluminant red/green or blue/yellow contrasts, but there is a significant loss of performance when the phase or the colours alternate along the path (Mullen, Beaudot, & McIlhagga, 2000) . In contrast, it has been concluded that second-order stimuli created by texture contrast provide little or no input to global shape and grouping processes when images are fragmented (Hess, Ledgeway, & Dakin, 2000) . Poom (2002) showed that second-order grouping processes may operate on edges defined by disparity and on kinetic-edge elements created by motion discontinuities. However, since the kinetic-edges were created by discontinuities between moving and stationary texture there is a possibility that motion smearing resulted in luminance discontinuities between moving and stationary areas. As an inspection of a photograph taken with long exposure would reveal the border between moving and stationary areas, such kinetic-edges may be detected by first-order luminance based mechanisms with prolonged temporal sampling (Adelson & Farid, 1999) . Here, we investigated if the grouping process is tuned to the sign of motion discontinuity (Experiment 1) and directions (Experiment 2) along extended paths. We also wanted to ensure that global kinetic-edge grouping is still present when pure second-order stimuli are used (Experiment 2). The spatial and temporal summation curves were also measured using pure second-order stimuli (Experiment 3).
The orientation of individual elements is crucial in our task where grouping is guided by the orientations of the motion discontinuities, not the directions of motion used to create the discontinuities. This differs from the perceptual grouping from common motion where motion direction is crucial and orientation is irrelevant. Our results show that the perceptual grouping of kineticedges is a second-order process and demonstrate specific limitations of the integration, suggesting how cells signalling kinetic-edges in the brain interact.
Methods
A computer program run on a 500 MHz PC was developed to create the motion sequences displayed on a 17 in. screen with 1028 · 768 pixels resolution, 16 bits colour depth, and 75 Hz refresh rate.
Stimuli
A path generating procedure as described by Field et al. (1993) was used to determine the locations of the path-and noise-elements (exemplified in Fig. 1a with path-elements defined by luminance discontinuities). Briefly, the stimulus area (12 · 12 deg) was divided into 10 · 10 grid of sub-squares. Each sub-square contained the center of one element. The locations of the path elements were assigned first and the path-curvature was specified by a parameter b (Fig. 1b) . A random variation of the distance between successive path elements, and a random variation of curvature (within ±5 deg), was added to prevent accidental regularities of the locations of path elements. The remaining sub-squares were filled with randomly oriented noise elements. The location of each noise element was randomly chosen within a central region of its sub-square to avoid overlap. Throughout the experiments the paths were composed of 8 aligned path elements unless otherwise stated.
One frame of a motion sequence with 100 micropattern elements is shown in Fig. 1c . Each micropattern was composed of about 25 yellow dots uniformly distributed within a circular disc (diameter 1.25 deg) against a dark background. Each dot was composed of one pixel. A stationary circular window (diameter 1 deg) modulated the contrast of the dots within each micropattern so that dots moving toward the boundary of the micropattern gradually became dimmer and disappeared if they reached the critical radius, as displayed by the contrast profile in Fig. 2 . The luminance of the dots at the center of the micropatterns was 100 cd/m 2 and the luminance of the background was 0.3 cd/m 2 . The orientation of each micropattern was defined by an elongated bar created by motion discontinuity between the bar and the adjacent flanks along the main axis of the bar. The bar was 1/3 deg wide and is schematically shown by the rectangular dotted region of the micropattern in Fig. 2 . The motion sequences consisted of four frames presented successively back and forth resulting in repeated reversals of the motion directions. Bar dots were erased as they entered the flank regions and reappeared when they re-entered the bar region while the emerging kinetic-edges were stationary. Similarly, flank dots were erased as the entered the bar region. The direction of motion and the orientation of the kineticedge could be assigned independently to each micropattern. In Experiment 1, either the bar dots moved and the flank dots were stationary, or the flank dots moved and the bar dots remained stationary. In Experiments 2 and 3 both bar dots and flank dots moved in opposite directions to create the motion discontinuity used to outline the bar. The motion amplitude of each moving dot during one period of motion was 0.25 deg of visual angle and the temporal period was 0.54 s, resulting in a speed of 0.93 deg/s. The duration of each frame in the motion sequence was 67 ms. The bars were totally camouflaged within single frames of the movie sequence, and no path could be discerned as shown in Fig. 1c .
The bars of the path micropatterns were aligned with the path, which was embedded in randomly oriented noise micropatterns. The same kind of motion discontinuities used to create the path elements was also used for the noise elements. The motion directions were uncorrelated with the orientation of the bars and could not be used as a cue to the presence of the path.
Procedure
Performance was measured as a function of path curvature. A two-interval forced choice technique was used. Two movie sequences were sequentially presented to the observers on each trial, but only one sequence contained the path. The two motion sequences were presented in random order interleaved with a blank interval of 2 s. Each sequence was presented during 500 ms unless specified otherwise, resulting in a complete motion period. Observers made responses by pressing a key to indicate which interval contained the path. Incorrect responses were followed by auditory feedback. A third key was used to initialise the next trial. Each observer went through several 25 or 50 trial sessions. Stimulus conditions were held constant within each session. The data points are the percent correct responses obtained across 50-100 trials.
Observers
Three observers participated in each experiment. Observers E.B. and L.P. are the authors, observers A.J. and P.A. were na€ ıve to the purpose of the experiments. All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Observers L.P., E.B., and A.J. participated in Experiments 1 and 2. Observers L.P., A.J., and P.A. participated in Experiment 3.
Experiments 1 and 2
Experiment 1 investigated path formation when the sign of motion discontinuity was the same along paths compared to when the sign alternated along the paths. Experiment 2 investigated if motion direction discontinuities along paths interfered with path formation, and since the paths were devoid of first-order artefacts it was insured that the grouping was based on purely secondorder properties. The percent correct detections were measured with path curvatures of 0, 10, and 20 deg for three observers L.P., E.B. (the authors), and A.J. Fig. 2 . Construction of micropatterns used to display the kinetic-edge segments. Each micropattern consisted of about 25 dots whose contrasts gradually decreased with the distance from the center of the micropattern and approached zero at the border of the micropattern as displayed by the contrast profile. A motion discontinuity created a bar within the micropattern as displayed by the dotted rectangular region. In the actual displays the dots were bright on a dark background.
Sign of motion discontinuity
Four sets of stimuli were used in Experiment 1 to investigate whether alternations of the sign of motion discontinuity between moving and stationary dots along the path interfere with the grouping process. The motion direction was same and in phase across all micropatterns while the sign of motion discontinuity along the path was either the same or alternating along the path. Three different path types composed of kinetic-edges were used as shown in Fig. 3a , and one static version as a control for possible position cues:
1. Flank-motion: Stationary dots within the bars were flanked on both sides by horizontal motion for all elements along the path. The bars were seen as occluding the flanks. 2. Bar-motion: Dots within the bars moved horizontally and were flanked by stationary dots along the path. The motion within the bar regions was seen as through a crack in an occluding surface. 3. Alternate-motion: Flank-motion and bar-motion micropatterns alternated along the path. The noise micropatterns were randomly assigned flank-or bar-motion. 4. Static: Static micropatterns positioned along straight paths (b ¼ 0) and embedded in static noise micropatterns were used to investigate possible position cues.
The initial direction of the motion was randomly assigned for each sequence in conditions 1-3.
Motion direction discontinuity
Three sets of stimuli were used in Experiment 2 to investigate if shifting motion direction along the path interfere with the path formation process. The paths used in Experiment 1 contain possible first-order luminance based artefacts resulting from temporal summation separating the bar from the flanks (Adelson & Farid, 1999) . The paths used in Experiment 2 were purely secondorder. The kinetic-edges of all micropatterns were created by opposite motion direction between unidirectionally moving bar-dots and flank-dots resulting in equal smearing between the two regions. The three conditions used in Experiment 2 are schematically shown in Fig. 3b: 1. Same-direction: The motion direction was the same (horizontal) and in phase within all noise and path micropatterns. 2. Alternate-direction: The motion direction was the same (horizontal) but alternated in opposite direction (180 deg phase shift) along the path. Each noise micropattern was randomly assigned 0 or 180 deg phase shift. 3. Random-direction: The motion direction was randomly selected for each micropattern.
In Experiment 2 the effective velocity discontinuity at the edges was twice the velocity discontinuity used in Experiment 1. The results from Experiment 2. The same synchronised unidirectional motion was used to create all the kinetic-edges (circles); the direction alternated between the micropatterns along the path (triangles); random direction was assigned to each micropattern (diamonds). The horizontal lines show the guessing level. Bars display the standard error of proportion.
Results
The results from Experiment 1 (Fig. 3, left panels) showed similar preference for bar-motion and flankmotion although the bar-motion paths were slightly easier to detect than the flank-motion paths (shown by the diamonds and squares). Path formation was severely degraded when the sign of motion discontinuity alternated along the path (triangles). The positions of the path elements offered little or no information to the observers as indicated by the near 50% correct path detection of unoriented static micropatterns positioned along straight paths (filled circles).
Previous studies have shown that alternating luminance polarity along paths mildly degrade the ability to detect luminance defined paths (Field, Hayes, & Hess, 1997) suggesting a relatively luminance polarity independent input to the grouping process. Motion smearing may result in luminance differences between moving and stationary areas, which might be used by the luminancebased path-linking mechanism. However the severe degradation of performance in the alternating condition of Experiment 1 compared to the mild degradation obtained with luminance defined paths with alternating polarity argues against the smearing hypothesis.
The results from Experiment 2 (Fig. 3 , right panels) provide strong evidence against the smearing hypothesis by showing that paths were reliably seen from purely second-order kinetic-edge segments. Dots within both bar-and flank-regions moved, resulting in equal smearing within both regions. Paths were easier to detect when dots of all path and noise elements moved in same direction (circles) compared to when they moved in alternating directions (i.e. 180 deg out of phase, shown by triangles) or random directions along the path (diamonds).
The results from Experiment 1 demonstrate that the grouping is sensitive to the sign of motion discontinuity. The results from Experiment 2 show that path linking from kinetic-edges is sensitive to the motion directions within individual path elements along extended kinetic contours, and ensures that the path linking is a secondorder process.
Experiment 3

Temporal and spatial summation
Temporal summation in the path formation process was estimated with motion sequences up to 1600 ms duration while the path length was held constant at eight elements. The paths used to investigate spatial summation were composed of two, four, six, or eight path elements while the presentation time was held at 500 ms. In all conditions, the kinetic-edges were created with opposite motion directions between the bar regions and the flank regions while the motion direction was randomly selected for each element as in the randomdirection condition in Experiment 2. These paths support a purely second-order path-formation process. The number of possible locations with aligned pairs of path elements in the stimulus display increases with the total number of aligned path elements and can be used as a local cue for path detection. Since this local cue is confounded with path length an additional jumbled path condition was used with several short paths segments composed of pairs of aligned elements (Fig. 4a) . The number of successively aligned pairs of path elements along a path composed of N elements is N À 1. Therefore the performance obtained for eight path elements along a single path was compared to the performance obtained when seven separate pairs of aligned elements constituted the target paths. The stimulus area was divided in seven equally sized pie shaped sectors containing one path each, near the central region of the display to avoid overlap. Performance was measured with path curvatures (b) equal to 0, 10, and 20 deg for three observers, L.P. (one of the authors), A.J., and P.A.
Results
The ceiling level for detecting straight paths and asymptotes for detecting curved paths was reached when the presentation time was 200 ms for observer L.P. and 400 ms for observers A.J. and P.A. (Fig. 4b, left panels) . Observers A.J. and P.A. reached about 85% correct responses in detecting straight paths when the duration of the motion sequence was 200 ms, corresponding to three frames. In a similar luminance defined path detection task, sensitivity reached an asymptote at 13 ms duration independently of the curvature of the path, but performance decreased with curvature when a mask was used and reached an asymptote at much longer durations (Hess, Beaudot, & Mullen, 2001 ). This shows that the linking process continues beyond display times in nonmasked conditions implying that our data may be biased toward shorter duration of integration time. Fig. 4b , right panels, shows that performance increased with the number of aligned path elements up to eight elements for all observers, although L.P. reached the ceiling level with near 100% correct responses when only four elements were used along straight paths (b ¼ 0). Detection rates for the jumbled paths were near guessing level (filled triangles), showing that the path formation acts globally making a single extended path more distinct than several short ones.
Discussion
The results from Experiment 1 showed that linking was severely impaired when the motion directions within individual elements alternated between successive path elements compared to when the same direction along the contour was used. The results from Experiment 2 show that the linking process still operates with pure secondorder stimuli and that the best performance is obtained when motion direction is the same and in phase along the path. The temporal summation results from Experiment 3 reveal that 200-400 ms duration of the motion sequence is sufficient to detect paths composed of kinetic edges. The spatial summation results from Experiment 3 ensure that all elements along extended paths (composed of up to eight elements) contribute to the detection performance. It can be concluded that the kinetic-edge linking process is a pure second-order process and senses not only the locations and orientations of the individual path elements, but also how the motion within individual path elements creating the discontinuities are directed along the contour.
Windowed motion causes illusory displacements and this may disrupt contour formation when elements alternate in motion direction from one pattern to the next (Hayes, 2000) . The motion directions in all conditions in Experiment 1 were the same and in phase across all micropatterns resulting in equal illusory displacements of all micropatterns in the display. Further, the flank and bar dots moved in opposite direction when motion direction alternated along the path in Experiment 2, so the illusory displacements in opposite directions should cancel.
There is a potential possibility that tracking eye movements would result in differences of contrast due to different retinal speeds between the two motion directions along the path in same-and alternate-direction condition of Experiment 2. This possibility is excluded when the motion direction is random as in the randomdirection condition since it is impossible to track several directions at the same time. Perfect tracking of the dots in the same-and alternate-direction conditions would result in retinal motion patterns that are identical to the motion patterns in the same and alternating sign of motion contrast conditions in Experiment 1. However when the sign of motion contrast alternated along the path in Experiment 1 the performance was much worse than when the motion direction alternated in Experiment 2, indicating that tracking effects were limited.
The orientation of individual micropatterns were crucial in our experiments which is dissimilar to grouping from common motion, or common fate, where image features in common motion, or temporal synchrony, are seen as belonging together. Temporal synchrony can be used by a path detecting mechanism (Lee & Blake, 2001 ), but it can not be used as a cue to the presence of the path in our experiments since both pathand noise-micropatterns oscillated in synchrony. Also, common motion along paths is used by a path formation process (Ledgeway & Hess, 2002) , but the motion directions in the present experiments are either the same for the path and noise elements or randomly chosen for all elements and can not be used as a cue to the presence of the path. Common fate organisation applies to all micropatterns in the unidirectional motion conditions and the path is a subsidiary organisation within the global common fate organisation.
No visual grouping occurs between spatially separate second-order luminance-contrast defined path elements (Hess et al., 2000) . Here we have shown that spatially separate aligned second-order kinetic-edge elements are globally grouped. One possible reason for why luminance-contrast defined path elements do not support grouping is that contrast variations in natural images may be caused by differences in illumination and not by outline contours. However, other second-order features than luminance contrast such as disparity edges and kinetic-edges are almost always caused by the outlines of objects, which may be the ecological basis for the difference between second-order luminance contrast and second-order kinetic-edge based grouping.
Path detection is degraded when the sign of colour contrast, or sign of luminance contrast, or when the colours alternate along the path (Mullen et al., 2000) , suggesting that facilitation mainly occurs between edge detecting cells having the same colour contrast and polarity selectivity. Our results show that kinetic-edges are preferably linked when the same direction of motion is used and the polarity of motion discontinuity along the path is the same. So, it seems to be a general strategy employed by the path formation process to make similarity judgements across colours and polarities of firstorder path elements, and sign of motion discontinuities and motion directions of individual second-order kinetic-edge elements along extended contours. This is ecologically valid since, often, an object surface is characterised by similar colour and brightness resulting in the same polarity of the discontinuity at nearby locations along the rim, although textured surfaces may disrupt this constraint. The polarity constraint is more rigorous when it comes to discontinuities between moving and stationary areas along the rim of an object, since contour elements belonging to nearby locations of the same object always have the same sign of motion contrast. This may explain the results obtained in Experiment 1. A similar constraint should apply on motion directions along the rim of an object defined by a discontinuity in direction between two adjacent areas. Although the performance was reduced in conditions when motion directions alternated or were random along the contour compared to when the same direction was used in Experiment 2, it was not as severely reduced as when polarity alternated in Experiment 1.
Psychophysical investigations of grouping of local luminance defined edge elements in path detection tasks have largely contributed to our understanding of how local information is integrated across the visual field by processes in the brain (Hess & Field, 1999) . Path formation is hypothesised to involve a long-range linking process opposed to a mechanism based on single orientation selective cells having large receptive fields (Hess & Dakin, 1997) . It can be modelled with a two-stage process where local edge detection precedes a boundary formation process where orientation selective cells interact (Grossberg & Mingolla, 1985; Marr, 1982) . The spatial parameters for perceptual grouping of luminance defined edge-elements mimic the patterns of excitatory horizontal connections between orientation selective cells in primary visual cortex. For example, the sensitivity to a contour is inversely related to its curvature and is highest when the edge-elements are aligned with the curve (Field et al., 1993) . Similarly, cells with receptive fields wide apart in the visual field primarily enhance the activities of other cells having similar orientation preferences along a common path (Bosking et al., 1997; Das & Gilbert, 1995; Malach et al., 1993) .
It has been known for long that many neurones in early visual areas such as V1 and V2 respond selectively to the orientation of luminance edges (Hubel & Wiesel, 1962) . Single cell kinetic-edge selectivity has recently been revealed in cortical area V2 (Marcar, Raiguel, Xiao, & Orban, 2000) , and kinetic-edge specific evoked potentials are induced in area V1 in both monkeys and humans (Lamme, Dijk, & Spekreijse, 1993) . Kineticedge specific retinotopically organised fMRI signals have been found in visual area V1, V2 and V3, but are absent in the motion processing area MT/V5 (Reppas, Niyogi, Dale, Sereno, & Tootell, 1997) , and may be mediated by retinal cells selective for differential motion ( € Olveczky, Baccus, & Meister, 2003) . In addition, psychophysical evidence shows that the orientations and locations of kinetic-edges, together with edges in other surface media, are processed in early visual areas (Poom, 2000 (Poom, , 2001 Rivest, Boutet, & Intriligator, 1997) . The functional significance of contour linking is that any given co-alignment of edges in natural images tend to belong to the outline of the same object (Geisler et al., 2001) . We propose that the orientation selective kineticedge signalling cells in early visual areas are interconnected to enhance activities originating from the same outline contour with the strongest connections between cells signalling the same sign of motion contrast and direction along contours. Statistical spatiotemporal regularities in dynamic natural images may result in these connections during development.
